Cold gas planets like Neptune are much hotter
Introduction and relevance
The temperature (upper atmosphere) of our farthest and coldest gas planet Neptune is about 73 [K],
or –200 [C]. In spite of this low temperature, a lot of activity was seen by the probe “Voyager 2” in
1989. The temperature at the core is currently in most publications estimated at only about 5,400
[K], similar to the core temperature of the earth. The authors will show that the core temperature is
much higher, based on a simple statement: energy conservation according to Noether’s theorems. As
a result the minimum temperature at the core of Neptune equals about 22,700 [K].
This high core temperature explains the observed high activity levels in the form of wind and
geysers. There is no need to look for other heating sources at the core of Neptune!

Neptune’s properties
The mass and radius of Neptune are estimated to be:
M = 1.024 x 1026
R = 24,660
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These properties are going to be used to set a lower limit to the core temperature based on energy
conservation. The assumptions are: 1) equal density sphere, 2) zero surface temperature in [K], 3) no
residual heat, and 4) no internal heating source like radiation or friction; these assumptions are thus
determining the minimum temperature at the core based on energy conservation.

Balance of kinetic and potential energy within Neptune
The kinetic energy of particles at the surface is close to zero. However, the potential energy at the
surface is high. In contrast, the potential energy at the core is zero, while the kinetic energy is at its
highest. We can thus put a lower limit to the core temperature by just converting potential energy at
the surface to kinetic energy at the core and convert kinetic energy to core temperature. We need
three formulas to get there, plus a standardization on the type of molecule used for temperature to
energy conversion. The potential energy at the surface of an equal density sphere relative to the
potential energy at the core as defined by Schwarzschild (see “Repairing Schwarzschild’s Solution”)
equals:
Epot = ½G.M.m / R
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In this formula is “m” the mass of a particle, which we will choose to be a hydrogen molecule. Note
that this potential is only half of the normally published potential energy outside of the sphere;
inside of the sphere we need to use formula (1) for the difference in potential between the surface
and the core. Temperatures would even be higher if one would use the (wrong) formula outside of
the sphere. The kinetic energy of a hydrogen molecule at the core equals:
Ekin = ½m.v2
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In this equation is “Ekin” the average kinetic energy of hydrogen molecules in [J], “m” the mass of a
single hydrogen molecule (H2) of 3.37 x 10–27 [kg], and “v2” the average speed squared of the
hydrogen molecules in [m2.s–2]. To translate kinetic energy into temperature, we need the formula:
Ekin = 1½KB.T
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(3)
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In this formula is “KB” the Boltzmann constant of 1.38 x 10–23 [J/K], and “T” the temperature
based on kinetic energy of hydrogen molecules in [K].
Note that we have chosen the hydrogen molecule (H2) to compute the temperature based on kinetic
energy. This is based on the assumption that temperature is independent of the molecule chosen,
heavier molecules have lower speeds, but the kinetic energy remains the same. The authors have
standardized on hydrogen as molecule to relate kinetic energy to speed, this is of importance to high
temperatures when high speeds are reached, for example at the core of the sun, see our book
“Repairing Schwarzschild’s Solution” and the next paragraph.
Using formulas (1) to (3) gets us:
T = G.M.m / (3KB.R) [K]

minimum temperature at the core of gas giants

We thus get to a minimum temperature at the core of Neptune of about 22,600 [K]. Compare this to
the current low estimate of 5,400 [K]!

Minimum core temperature of the gas planets and the sun
For the gas planets and the sun we get in the same way:
T = 15,540,000
T=
147,600
T=
53,200
T=
18,700
T=
22,600
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On top of this minimum temperature comes the effect of density distribution, surface temperature,
residual heat, radioactive activity, and other causes of increased kinetic energy. In the book
“Repairing Schwarzschild’s Solution”, we combine the Schwarzschild Solution with Noether’s
theorem, allowing relativistic temperature computations of the cores of stars, neutron stars, and
black holes.
The high activity of Neptune as recorded by Voyager 2 is no surprise to the authors, energy
conservation requires high kinetic energy within the core of planets, stars, and other massive gas
objects, and thus high activity in the form of wind, geysers, and other violent events.

More information?
Our three books (www.loop-doctor.nl) describe the repair of Einstein’s Relativity for Noether’s
theorem1 in full detail. We hope you get as many “aha” experiences as we did,
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